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Anime short hair girl drawing

Hair is a very complex matter to do because it is like a substance that can take many shapes and shapes. For this reason, manga artists have developed a special method of simplifying hair. In manga or anime, you draw your hair like a mass or a cloth. In this way, it can be done quickly, with an
exaggerated soening that hides the lack of detail. In this tutorial I will show you how to make different manga hairstyles: straight hair, wavy hair, pigtails and short hair. I will also explain the method on which it is based, so you can draw your anime hairstyles from scratch. Before you start, you can take a
look at our previous tutorials on How to Draw Anime: Drawing How to Draw Anime Characters Monika Zagrobelna Drawing How to Draw Anime Heads and Face Monika Zagrobelna You can draw your head base in this tutorial, or download my template. 1. How to Draw Anime Hair Let's take a look at the
method of drawing anime hair first. Once you understand this, you'll be able to create your own anime hairstyles without help! Step 1 Hair does not lie flat on the skull. Always start by defining some distance just above the head, drawing a simple helmet as follows: Photo credit: a young woman dress a
stock photo Envato ElementsStep 2 Next, a sketch of a simple outline of a hairstyle. How long is it? What is its general form? This will help you see the effect of hair on the composition before actually doing it. Step 3 Hair is to reveal the face in some way. Draw a bang contour or move the hair to the side.
Step 4 Now outline the inner contour of the hair. Imagine the hair as one mass, and mark its edges. Step 5 Next, find the secondary rhythm in hair. Mark it with lines and curves. The less of them, the better. Step 6 Outline the rhythm lines, creating strands of hair. Step 7 Finally, draw additional lines,
repeating the rhythm, imitating the spaces between thinner strands. 2. How to Draw Straight Anime Hair Let's See How To Use This Method to Practice Making Straight Anime Hair Step By Step By Step! Step 1 Draw a helmet to mark the distance from the head. Straight hair is usually not very
voluminous, so you do not need to add much distance. Step 2 Draw the basic shape of the hairstyle. Straight hair goes smoothly down. The only curve appears, where the hair falls on the shoulders. Step 3 Draw Bangs. Our character will look cute and innocent with them! Step 4 Draw an internal contour
hairstyle now. Step 5 Draw some secondary rhythm lines in the main outline. Step 6 Closes the strand shape by drawing a line from one end of the rhythm line just below the other end. Step 7 Add some rhythm line bangs, too. Step 8 If you draw additional lines between them, you create nice, thick
strands. Step 9 Also separate the long hair strands. Step 10 Guide lines are done, so let's get there the main drawing now! Copy rhythm lines along directions to make them more detailed. Step 11 Mark the entire hair shape. Step 12 Outline the bangs. Keep your lines clean and confident! Step 13 Mark
the inside of the hairstyle. Step 14 Outline the hair tips. Avoid sharp ends. Step 15 Copy some rhythm lines randomly inside the main contour. Step 16 Accent the edges to create a certain contrast between the contour of the hair and the detail lines. Step 17 Add detail rows if necessary. Step 18 It's done!
Of course, there are many manga styles, and not all of them require the same level of detail. Feel free to change this method to achieve the style you want. There are many shortcuts you can use to simplify this style even more! 3. How to Draw WavY Hair You Know How to Draw to Y0 Now let's learn how
to make wavy anime hair step by step! Step 1 Although the wavy hairstyle may look quite voluminous at first, it does not add much distance to the top (of course, feel free to change it to an exaggerated effect!). Step 2 Draw the outline of the hairstyle. Wavy hair does not give up gravity so easily! Step 3
Part of the hair in front, revealing the face. Step 4 Draw wavy directions on the side of the face. Step 5 The upper part is usually straight because of the weight it holds. Step 6 Draw the bottom part with more curves. Step 7 Outline the strands, making them thicker on the way up. Step 8 Draw another wave
on the sides. Step 9 You can make the directions more detailed by distributing them: Step 10 When you have the main, clear directions, add some parts of them here and there. This will create a nice, overlapping look. Step 11 They were guide lines. Now we can draw the final lines over them. Start with
the top of the head. Step 12 Mark the waves. Add a lot of overlaps! Step 13 Accent the outline of your hair... ... and inside. Step 14 You can accentuate parts of the lines to simulate shadows where the seas pass. Step 15 If you want to make your hair more detailed, you can add lines by rhythm. Be careful
when drawing these lines inside wavy strands, although - they may look too heavy with the long lines inside. Instead, try to pick up a pen/pencil from time to time so that the lines are less continuous. Step 16 Everything done! Of course, you can simplify a few steps. Wavy hairstyle can be successfully
done with very few lines if you shade it properly. 4. How to Draw Anime Pigtails Pigtails is a very popular hairstyle for cute anime girls! Let's see how to draw anime pigtails step by step. Step 1 Since pigtails pull hair from two sides, you can mark two hump at this point already. Step 2 Outline cute, long
bangs around the face. Step 3 Mark the hair ties on the side. Step 4 Mark the beat of the pigtail. In anime, they tend to be very springy, defying Way. Step 5 Sketch reels pigtails. Step 6 Trim this coil cord into a coil tape with a few contours: Step 7 Add similar coils to the sides to add volume. Step 8 Draw
cute bows for the links. Step 9 This should be the end of the guide line! Time of the last lines. Outline the main part of the hair. Step 10 Sketch the bows. Remember to keep them behind your head. Step 11 Mark the curls. Step 12 Add some detail rows if you want. Step 13 Instig to the edges. Because this
hairstyle is very exaggerated, it is more suitable for thick lines than others were. Step 14 It's finished! These curls, though not very realistic, fit the anime style perfectly. 5. How to Draw Short Anime Hair Finally, let's take a look at the classic short anime hair, suitable for both girls and boys. Follow me to
learn how to make short anime hair step by step! Step 1 Short hair can be very voluminous on top, because it is not pulled down by its weight. Feel free to add a lot of distance here! Step 2 Gently close the hairstyle behind the head. Step 3 Sketch the rhythm of the bangs. Step 4 Plot a rhythm of direction
on the sides. Keep them a little random for a messy look. Step 5 Close these directions. Step 6 We've finished with the guide line already! Now draw the final outline of the hairstyle on top. Step 7 Outline all directions by adding some details about them as you go. Step 8 You can add some detail lines to
directions. Step 9 Since this hairstyle is so stylized, do not be afraid to use thick lines here. Step 10 Our short anime hair is finished! Beautiful! Now you know how to draw anime hair in many variants! If you like your end result, feel free to post it in the comments! If you want to keep learning about drawing
simple styles, you like our series on How to Draw Like Disney: Drawing How to Draw Disney Characters Monika Zagrobelna Drawing How to Draw Disney Animals Monika Zagrobelna Fan Art How to Draw Disney Villains Monika Zagrobelna And if you want to learn more about how to draw hair, we have
more tutorials on this topic : Portrait How to Draw Hair Step by Step Monika Zagrobelna Portrait How to Draw Natural, Textured, Afro Hair (How to Draw Curly Hair) Daisy Ein Drawing How to Draw Natural, Textured, Afro Hairstyle (Afros, Locs, Braids, Twists) Daisy Ein This tutorial illustrates how to draw
anime and manga hair with twelve step-by-step drawings of a common anime and mangas of female character. Drawing Anime &amp; Manga Hair Anime hair with different hairstyles drawing examples of Anime hair often based on real hairstyles, but tend to be dressed in clumps rather than individual
strands. One good reason for this is that if you draw multiple animated frames or multiple manga panels, it will simply be too time consuming to draw something too detailed. A good approach to drawing anime hair is to break it down several different parts, such as the front, edges and back/ top (as will be
shown for each hairstyle below). Drawing characters that can go along with these hairstyles to see: How to Draw Anime Characters Tutorial More about drawing anime hair you can also see: Drawing Long Anime Hair Anime long hair drawing breakdown Long straight hair is probably one of the most
common hairstyle anime and is quite easy to draw. Above you can see the breakdown of long hair drawing example into: Red – Front Hair Green – Side Hair Blue – Back/Top Hair you can apply a similar breakdown of drawing other hairstyles as well. Thinking about hair in this way can make the drawing
process much easier to manage. With this in mind, we can move on to the actual drawing process. Anime long hair step-by-step drawing Step 1 Start by first making a head drawing and an indication of the twine. Although this particular hairstyle weaveline is less important because it is full, on the hair it
can still help you better judge the overall length and position of the front and side hair sections. Make the drawing of the head/hair marks quite light, so you can easily delete part of it later. Step 2 Draw the hair directly above the top of the head and hair lines, as mentioned in the above example. For this
particular hairstyle, where the front part of the hair is cut quite short, you can make it relatively small pointy clumps. Make the side hair quite long with their overall shape slightly convex. You can also divide it into several smaller clumps on the ends. Draw the upper part of this back hair pretty much after
the shape of the head (a little distance from it) and then expanding until it is finally hidden behind the shoulders. Step 3 Delete the parts of the head hidden by the hair, and attach a few lines to show the inner folds of the front and back hair. You usually want to position these folds between hair clumps,
because that is where they usually tend to form real hair. Step 4 Next add a few folds to the back hair to give a little more definition of its shape as well so that it not only looks flat cut out. You can also add some basic shading to make your hair stand out a bit more when you finish the line drawing.
Drawing Short Anime Anime Short Hair Drawing Breakdown Short hair drawing example above is quite similar to long hair with hair again divided into three basic parts front, side and back. The actual breakdown of the drawing process can be as follows: Anime short hair step by step drawing Step 1 Again
start a short hair drawing with the head and ear. As in the previous example, the earline will not be as important here as it is in other hair styles, but can still be useful. Step 2 Again very similar to long hair draw front hair section with from small clumps. For this particular example hair will be a little more
messy, so that clumps will curve in more different directions. If you want neater looking for hair you can draw them just like the first example. Step 3 Like before you delete any parts of the head hidden with hair and draw the lower part of the back hair. Usually it is a good idea to leave this section of hair on
the last part of the line drawing, as in the front view of the head it will be in the back behind most other hair. If you try to make it first for you without other hair to sort the frame of your position, you will probably end up with some overlapping lines and have to do extra deletion. Step 4 Add internal fords
(only one in this example), and if you want some basic shading. Drawing trimmed Anime Hair (Hime Cut) Anime Hime Cut hair drawing damage Trimmed hair draw hair to chain with flat ends that look like they've been cut off by sissors. The pics of neat looks of different hair should usually be pulled
pointing in the same direction as the clumps next to them and all the direction shifts should be gradual. Anime Hime Cut hair step by step drawing Step 1 Start by drawing hair and pointing the twine. The Hime Cut woven line will again be covered with hair. Step 2 For the original actual hair drawing, you
can start with the sides, followed by the back. You can specify the front part of the hair with only one line. Step 3 Now draw some small chipping the front and side parts of the hair to make them look more natural. When you're done, delete the row between the splits. You can also delete any part of the
head that is covered with hair. Step 4 Finally again similar to the first example add a few lines to the hair on the back to show that it has different inner folds. Try and draw them with quite random space and slightly different curves. If you space everything evenly and make all the curves trace each other
too tightly hair will not look very natural. Drawing Long Messy Anime Hair Anime long messy hair drawing breakdown long messy hair is somewhat similar to the first example, but with some extra hair clumps. Again, it can be divided into three parts, as are all other examples so far. Draw long dirty hair as
follows: Anime dirty hair step by step drawing Step 1 How other examples begin with the first drawing head and ear. Drawing the hairline will help you make sure that none of the clumps between the hairs on the front hair cleavage sping up too far up. Step 2 To make the hair look more messy draw the
front hair clumps showing different directions and different shapes and curves. You can draw some that are wavy and some that juts the curve in one direction. Draw the very middle part of these clumps reaching further down. The same can be done with the front side of the front part. It again gives more
impressions of hair that is not well-groomed. Step 3 Now draw some extra hair clumps by accidentally sticking out the back sections of the hair. This will make the otherwise neat looking back hair look messy as well. You can also attach a pair (or more) clumps to the inner parts of the side hair. You can
delete the hair outlines where you want to draw or add them, and then delete the overlapping outline. Next you can add some split lines between hair clumps like some other examples. To finish the line drawing again delete parts of the face and head that are covered with hair afterwards. Step 4 As this
example is also long back hair you can again draw some of its inner folds to make this section look more like actual hair. You can also make them a bit more wavy than other examples to again make your hair look more messy. Drawing anis pony tail / tied back hair anise tail hair drawing breakdown Still
quite often anime hairstyle is a ponytail. You'll notice that there is basically no side hair in this particular example (except for tiny bits of ear lines on the side). So the hair can pretty much just decompose in the front and back sections. Back, consisting of hair over the head and pony tail. Draw this type of
hair as follows: Anime ponytail hair step by step drawing Step 1 Draw your head and point the earline, which is a little more important for this hairstyle than the previous examples, as some of them will appear in the final drawing, as already shown. Step 2 You can pretty much frame the front hair on this
hairstyle with only three curves. Two sides and one at the bottom. As already mentioned, there is very little side hair in this example, as the hair is pulled back revealing parts of the earbline. Draw back hair just above the head finally merges at the side. Although usually a pony tail will face directly back
anime hair you can draw a little more to one side so that its shape is more visible. Otherwise, the pony tail can just look like a bump on the head. You can draw a pony tail with a kind of question mark, such as a shape. You can also add a small distribution at the end. Step 3 Like Hime Cut draw some
small splits in the front part of the hair and erase parts of the lower line of the front hair to make space between them. Also delete the parts of the head hidden by the hair. Step 4 You can again give the hair a little light shading if you want. You can also optionally draw a few more lines on the hair so that it
looks a little more divided than hime cut, which tends to be denser in front of the hair. Drawing Anime hair over one eye Anime hair on top of one eye drawing with hair on top of one eye you can again divide the hair on the front, sides and back. In this style the front part of the hair will be quite large and
kind of merge the side hair next to the eyes. Anime hair above one eye step by step drawing Step 1 Draw the head and hair line just like other examples. Step 2 On this particular hairstyle draw the front hair clumps go far enough down the face to completely cover one eye. For side hair, you can draw a
section on the side of the eye slightly by mixing into the anterior hair. Draw back hair divided into drag curves that pretty much hug the shape of the head as they go down eventually sticking out clumps on each side. Step 3 On the very lower section of the front hair draw some small clumps sticking out
around the top of the neck area. Delete all lines that overlap from the head, which should be hidden by the hair when it is done. Step 4 To wrap up the drawing you can again add a few lines to show some cleavage and curves of hair going from the clumps between the hair. Drawing Anime Pigtails Anime
Pigtails hair drawing collapse Pigtails is another very common anime hair style. Like a ponytail for example, you can see that this particular drawing can pretty much split the front and back section of the hair. With back hair divided into hair, covering the head and pigtails. There are really only tiny bits of
actual side hair. Anime pigtails hair step by step drawing Step 1 Draw head and ear. In this example, you'll see a large portion of the earline in the last drawing. It will also help us to place the front part of the hair. Step 2 Although most hair in this example will be pulled back you can draw a few clumps on
the front part of the hair only on one side, so that the hairstyle looks a little more interesting. As already mentioned, there will be pretty much no side hair, except for tiny bits around the top of the ears. Draw the top/back of your hair that will sing to your hair. For the actual pigtails to draw them like a ponytail
such vaguely resembles two question marks in their common form with one being flipped over. Step 3 Now add some random hair clumps sticking out of the pigtails to make them look a little more interesting and erase all the overlapping lines it creates. Also delete the contour of the head, where it is
hidden by hair. Step 4 Add a few more lines to indicate some pickle in the hair on the pigtails and optionally some shading. Drawing neatly Combed Anime Hair anime neatly combed hair drawing This hairstyle can again be divided into three parts with front, side and back hair. The front of the hair,
however, is slightly different from previous examples. Anime combed hair step by step drawing step 1 Draw and the earline. The earline in this example will be especially useful for placing the front part of the hair. Step 2 Draw side sections of the hair with smooth cures of a slightly hugging shape of the



face. Approximately from the middle of the hair line draw two curves to go down on the side hair. It will have front hair tucked under the sides, which will be combed down on top of it. Draw back hair with a fairly clear split in the middle with two curves going in each direction. This will help show that the hair
is kind of neatly combed on each side. Step 3 Add some small hair clumps to the lower background of the hair. Step 4 Finally you can add a little resaving hair hanging down from the middle of the front section of the hair. As sometimes the hair in this area will be short to tucked under the sides and part is
it can hang off. This will make the hairstyle look a little more natural and interesting. Finally add a few times the lines of the front parts of the hair going sideways to help show that the hair is tucked under there. Drawing Curly Anime Hair Anime curly hair drawing breakdown Curly hair is probably the most
expensive anime hairstyles to do. This particular hairstyle can be divided again on the front sides and back, and the front hair is similar to the previous example. Anime curly hair step-by-step drawing Step 1 Start a drawing of the head and a sketch of the hair lines. Step 2 From the hair line draw two lines
going to the edges of the head to indicate the front hair. To show that the hair is curly, you can draw these lines of light waves. The side hair in this example will be completely curled. You can first draw a few lines at the base of the curve to indicate the volume of hair, which then move to a kind of spike hair
below. To draw the actual curls first draw parts of them that are in the foreground. You can kind of think of them as a cone that is sliced at an angle and pulled apart. Step 3 Now delete all parts of the head hidden with hair to avoid confusion and add background lines of hair curls. You can imagine them
as the front parts filled more. Finally you can make some splits at the end of each curl. Step 4 For the last step you can draw a little squiggle of hair hanging down from the middle of the front section and add some lines at the bottom of the background hair to indicate some inner folds. Make these lines
more wavy than previous applications to show that the hair is curly. Drawing Anime Hair Buns Anime hair buns drawing breakdown Hair bun is a little rarer, but still popular style anime hair. You can also split this style into the front, sides, and back. You can make a hair buns hairstyle, as described below:
Anime hair buns step by step drawing step 1 Again start drawing with head and earlines. Step 2 Draw the front hair into small clumps facing the middle of the face and sides like most other examples. Draw side hair with light curves slightly hugging the face. Make the back hair pretty much curve around
the shape of the head. Finally make the actual hair buns with a little oval shape each with a portion of it hidden behind the back of the hair. Step 3 In this step, simply delete the parts of the head that are hidden by the hair Step 4 Draw some internal curves of this hair bun. You can pretty much draw these
at random, but try and slightly follow the outer curve bun with at least a few lines. This will help create this type of ball yarn looks like hair buns tend to be. Drawing Short Messy Anime Hair Anime short messy hair drawing breakdown short messy hair is again easy to break down front, side and back
sections. You can do it in the following steps: Anime short dirty hair step by step drawing Step 1 Like other examples draw the head and ear to begin. Step 2 Draw the front part of the hair with external clumps sticking to the sides instead of resting on the forehead, like most other examples. Attach side
sections with cracked ends sticking in the opposite direction. Draw the background hair with a little split to one side and two curves that come from it finally switching hair clumps on each side of the head. Step 3 Now attach a couple of wavy clumps to the upper division is from the background of the hair
and a few more clumps on the inner areas of the side hair. Delete the parts of your hair where you attach clumps and delete all parts of the head/face lines covered by the hair. Step 4 Add the lower part of the background hair drawing in small clumps pretty much the same as other shorter hair examples in
this tutorial. Drawing Short/Low Anime Pigtails Anime short low pigtails drawing breakdown For the last example of anime hair in this tutorial we have short/low pigtails. As most other examples in this tutorial these can again divide the sides, front and back/top hair. Draw this particular hairstyle as follows:
Anime briefly low pigtails hair step by step drawing Step 1 Start by drawing the head and earline as all other examples. Step 2 First attach the front part of the hair, as in this example it slightly more glued edges that overlap with the side sections. Draw the front hair, which decomposes into fairly small
clumps and do the same for the ends of the side hair. Make the back hair pretty much after the shape of the head. Finally, add the pigtails to the bottom of the head with a slight cleavage at their ends. Step 3 Clean up the drawing by deleting the parts of the head hidden by the hair. Step 4 Add a few lines
to show the inner curves of the head and In this case, only one anterior hair clumps. Hair-long hair highlights can really make hair highlights even without additional intricate shading and are quite easy to add. Drawing them check out: Different ways to Make Anime Hair Miss Conclusion Drawing hair it can
be very useful to organize it in separate sections. Not only will this help you get a better grip on how to do it, but it will also make it easier for you to change the hairstyle by changing its different parts. For more hairstyles you can experiment by mixing different parts in front, side and back sections of hair in
this tutorial or adding a completely new design. On the shading of these hairstyles to see: How to Shade Anime Hair Step by Step by Step for more on drawing anime and manga style hair to see: If you want to learn how to draw your head with all the facial features check out: How to Draw Anime Girl's
Head and Face Drawing Hats and Headware see: How to Draw Anime Hats &amp; Head Ware This tutorial is almost completely redone and updated with new art , but you can see the old examples below. Examples of how to draw Anime and Manga hair Example Dirty Anime Hair Example, how to make
a short anime hair Example, how to draw anime or manga pigtails Example, how to draw trimmed and neat looking anime hair example, how to draw long anime hair Examples of how to draw anime hair
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